
Written Comment to the State of Maryland in support of HB 699 and amendments. 

My name is Gloria Sharlein, Mathematician currently providing service in Research & Innovation in 
Higher Education. My comments are my own.  

God Bless America where we have the freedom to openly have discussions and thank you for the honor 
to be able to give my testimony.   

Covid Vaccines are unsafe, unethical and most importantly, ineffective. In June 2021 I was injured by my 
second Pfizer jab. I immediately had induced 2nd menstrual cycle for that month, heart palpitations, and 
high blood pressure. I went 7 Months without help in extreme pain, until Senator Ron Johnson’s, “Covid 
a second Opinion.” After being ignored by local doctors who disregarded my injury, I reached out to a 
doctor who presented at our nation’s capital and said I have been vaccine injured. Pursuant to the Front 
Line Covid Care Alliance, I was prescribed Ivermectin and within one day I stopped having heart 
palpitations, and within 5 weeks most of my ovarian side effects have stopped. The spike protein is not 
safe and after 1 year and 9 months I am still suffering from adverse events and still unable to use my 
insurance to get treatment or even speak to anyone about my condition.   

In September 2021 I started my career with higher education. In October 2021 they started saying they 
are going to mandate on students and faculty.  I notified my employer of my vaccine injury to bring 
awareness to what these shots are doing. They told me to go the doctor. I went to the doctor and I was 
gaslighted and turned away with no medication and no offer of resolution. In January 2022 my employer 
mandated the vaccine on faculty and fired about 450 employees. In June 2022, after realizing during the 
Omicron surge we were all masked, vaccinated, and some boostered, yet we saw the wave of covid 
through the campuses. Some faculty expressed their boostered family was in the hospital, thus not 
effective. I presented my 3rd public comment to our board of higher education and the mandates were 
voted down. Much of the destruction was already done and we still are having hiring problems and 
extremely understaffed.  

There is an obvious conflict of interest regarding the CDC’s mandated covid 19 vaccines. The CDC holds 
several patents related to the covid19 vaccine therefore it is in their interest to drive sales by pushing 
the vaccine on every conceivable level. It is important to note that Pfizer attempted to conceal nine 
pages of Covid 19 vaccine side effects for 75 years. Thankfully, a competent court barred them from 
doing so.  

It is unethical and unwise to make policies and not look at all studies. Situations like these deserve our 
full attention and should be analyzed from every angle. Look at publications and talk to Dr. Robert 
Malone original inventor of MRNA who is against vaccines. Dr. Peter McCullough clinical cardiologist and 
Dr. Pierre Kory, President and Chief Medical Officer of the Front line Covid-19 Critical Care Alliance. 
These are some of our nation’s most published physicians who have decades of experience in this area, 
yet most of their findings are entirely ignored simply because the conclusion does not fit the narrative.  

These doctors and many more, have Covid publications since 2020. These doctors are purposely being 
silenced and treatment is not being provided to those who need it. I take ethics seriously. I also take my 
title 12 seriously. I believe in inclusion, and to be excluded because you have been vaccine injured has 
been absolutely unacceptable. The state of Maryland will do its residents right by voting in Bill HB 699 
and amendments.  Thank you, Gloria Sharlein Reno, NV 


